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NOTES . .

from the Editor

There are two'clusters of research reports in this issue of ISE.

The first cluster, PIAGETIAN STUDIES, contains seven studies. The pre-

dominance of Piagetian research analyzed in this issue appears to reflect

a current tzend in science education. The second cluster, INSERVI/CE

EDUCATION, contains two studies which examine the outcomes of inservice

education programs.,

This issue also contains, for the first time, a response to an

analysis of a research report. Wibelieve this kind of exchange is

beneficial to the profession and strongly encourage others to send us

their publishable responses to critical analyses. Such responses need

not be from the author of the research study being analyzed.

Stanley L. Helgeson
Editor

Patricia E. Blosser
Associate Editor.
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Kolodiy, George. "The Cognitive Development of High School and College
Science Students." 'Journal of College 'Science Teaching, 5(1) :
20-22f,` September, 1975. 1

De<riptors--*Cognitive'DeveloomenEk *College Students; Higher
Education; *intellectual Development: Prediction; Science
Education; Secondary Education *Secondary School SCience

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by Gehl F.
Craven, Oregon State University.

,Purpose

J
The'stated purpose of this study was "to obtaii indications of changes in.

mental level from high school through college and to investigate .the relar

tionship of cognitive level to SAT scores college grades, and attrition."

(Kolodiy, 1975; p.
A
20)

1;,, .

Rationale

Piagetian theory,continues to make important contributions to our knowledge

of cognitive development. ln the pl.st decade,. studies of the child's acqui.7,

sition of 'knowledge- have broadened into format education. It is Only

recently, however, that resea chers have losOked at the relevance of Piage- o

tian theory for high school and college student learning.

Piaget views human cognition' as aComplex process of interacting with tila,

outside world that includes two simultaneous and complementary aspects

which he refers to as assimilation and accommodation. By assimilation he

means actively selecting and interpreting external objects arld events in

terms of the learner's mental. structure (his nresently,pailab and favored

way ,ofthinkini; about things). Accommodation means adapting one 's wn men-

tal structure by "taking cognitive-account of the various real properties

and r elationshipsamong properties that external objects and event7bssess."

(Flavell, 1977; p. 7. :Mt.'s Piaget's assimilation-accommodation mOdel pro-

vides a useful vehicle' for Oinktnr, about how a person 4s cognitive bvstem

might gradually evolve with taturation and experiencj.

3
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Four sequential stages of cognitive development are postulated in Fiar,e-.

P,tian theory; pa ely,, sensorimotor, pre-operational, concrete-operational,

and formal-ope ational stage;,--Itch stage is characterized by an ability
.10

to perform certain mental functions and an inability to perform others

(Kolodiy, 1975; Inhelder, 1974; iiaget, 1972).

Studies of the cognitive development of 10 school and college students,
O.

4 including the study analyzed For the present abstract, usually pertain to
. . -

the concrete- and formal - operational stages which typically begin between

ages 7111 and 11-15 years, respectively.'

When objects or events are used to prov.ide a:problem situation, the learner

at the concrete operational stage of cognitive development characteristi-

cally focuses on the perceptible,and inferable reality in front of him,

Various skills are used to ordend interrelate whatever properties or
,

features of the situation he or she an detect. His or her "conceptual
OI

approach generates Iolution attempts that are far more rational and task-
.

relevant than those produced by the prp-operational learner. It does,
I

however, pertain rather closely to detected empirical reality, and specu-

lations about other possibilities occur only with difficulty and as a last

resort" (Flavell, 1977; p. 103).

4

A learner at the formal-operational stage'ts more apt to begin with poss

bility and only subsequently proceed to reality. He or she may examine t e
. .

problem situation carefully and try to determine what all oA the possible

solutiAs or states of affairs might be, and then systematically try to' "

discover which of these is,.in fact, the real one for'the present case.

For the formal-operational thinker, reality Is seen as that particular por-
.

tion of a much, wider world of Possibility which happens to exist or hold

tftle in a ,4iven problem situation (Flavell, 1977).

The formal-operational thinker inspects the Problem data, hypothe-
,

sizes that such and such a theory or oxplana.tion might be the
cirrect ohe, deduces from it that so and so empirical phenomena
ought logichlly to occur or not occur, and thenlests his theory.

. by seeing if ,these predicted phenomena do in fact occur.

r
4
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If you think you have lust 41eard.0 description of textbook
scientific reasoning, You are abscilutely right. 'Because of

its heavy trade in hypotheses a;a4logical deductions from ,

hypotheses, it is called hvpothetico-deductive reasoning, and
it contrasts sharply pith the Much more nontheoretical and
nonspeculative empiric.-inductive reasoning of concrete-
operational thinkers (Flavell, 1977: pp. 103-104).

Research Design and Procellure

WO tasks, the Solutiln of which required formal thinking, were presented

to a total of 70 subjeCts who represented three ditinct populations. One

group consisted of 20 high school sophomores selected erom an elective

tis second-year BSCS biolog' course that Was designed for students planning

to pursue careers in science.. A second group consisted of 25 college T"r6-11-

men selected from introductqry courses in physics and mathematics designed

for-science and engineering majors. The third group consisted of 25 college

seniors, majoring in the sciences.

SAT verbal and math scores were used as a basis for determining equivalency

of the three groups, Since SAT scores were
a
not available for the high

school sophomores, scores of the previous year's graduatiAg class were used

to represent ,this group.

The test instrument consisted of two Piagetian risks. Orle task titled

"Combinations of Colored and Colorless Chemical bodies" ,has been used by

Piaget and other investigators (Infielder, 1958) to measure ability to use

combinatorial logic. The wperimenter, in the presence of the subject,

adds a few drops of a solution to a test tube containing a colorless mix-

ture produced prior to the beginning of the eperiment and notes the
-

formation of a yellow color. The subject is then presented with-five,

beakersofcolorlessliquidslabeled,l, 2, 3, and 4. He OT she is asked

to reproduce the color and to find thelfunction Of each liquid.

A second task was entitled "Hauling Weight on an Inclined Plane" (Inhelder,

fg#
1958) . The apparatus roc the task consisted of a varinble-height lane, a

roller skate to which weights could be added or subtracted, a hanging

weight, and a set of weights. The skate was set in equilibrium at the

?.;

5
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same angle on the plane. The' subMct was then asked to identifv the

(s,

varia-

bles that make up, the equilibrium,and to determine the relationship 412ET

them.

The percentages of students at each level (unpet concrete, lower formal,

upper formal) were summarized in tabula'r form. Difference's between the

three groups were analyzed via the noapapmetric chi-square test with

two degrees of free

l

om. This test provided the percentage of students at

'the formal level a e d below formal level. The expected frequencies were

calculated from the criterion that the percentage of students scoring at

the formaiogvel in each group should equal the total percentage of all
.

'''.,three groups sewing at this level: Also, a correlational _analysis of all

the variables was carried out.

44

Findings

1. The percentage of(students at the upper formal level was roughly the

same (35 and 32 percent) for high school sophomores and college fresh-,

men, while somewhat higher (64 percent) for the college seniors.

2. ,Using the analog of Scheffe's theorem for chi-square, it was fOund

that "the high school and college freshmen samples were equal and

jointl ifferent from the-college senior sample" at the p%05 level

significance.

3. A correlational analysis df variance revealed that scores on-the

Piagetian tasks were significantly correlated to SAT math scores but'

not to college grades which correlated significT1y to SAT verbal

scores.

4. A follow-up oc the 25 college freshmen subjects'showed that seven had

failed to complete the Second semester of nhysics. Each of the seven
4

had scored as nonformal on the Piaget tasks.



. Interi retotions

The investigator, concluded that a) a majority 'of high school and college

students are below the formal level in cognitive functioning; b) college

science education dyes not raise cognitive level but .rather eliminates'

nonformal students through attritidn; and,c) college grades are more

closely correlated to verbal ability than to cognitive functioning. He

reasons that teachers should be aware of their dtudents' level of cogni-

tive functioning, and plan educational experiences accordingly.. Also,

that lecturt*thods must be balanced by more concrete activities where

students cauengage in manipulation of materials and verbal explanations.

among themselves.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

I

Since the primary purpose of this investigation was to'"obtain indications

of changes in mental level trom high school through college," a longitudi-
r

nal study that would have monitored thecognitiye development o a given

group of subjects over this four to eight-year,period would have been

optimal. Unfortunately, the'time restrictions placed on mo'stinvestigators,

partiiplarly doctorallacandidates, longitudinal studies impractical.,

Thus, a status study of equivalent groups of subjects is a reasonably valid

practical alternative to a longitudinal study.

The present study is best classified as a "Static -Group Comparisln" design

according to Campbell and Stanley's criteria for designs for reseLirch (19(0,

p. 182). This pre-experimedtal design requires equivalent groups that are

tested after having experienced' different ,treatments. A major problem with

the."Static Group' Comparison" studies is thatOf determining that the groups

are, in fact, equivalent. I

.SAT'scores were used to establish group equivalency in the present study,

a procedure that raises several questions relative to the ,actual equiva-
-

' lene ,of the groups. First, is this single criterian an adequate basis.for

determining 4quivalency when SAT scores .were, in fact,. not avAilable for

the high school sophomores? How valid is the use of SAT test scores of the

previous year's. graduating class (of the entire school?) to represent the
.

3 :
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scores-of a group of 20 sophomores in an elective class for students

planning college-preparatoty careers in hence? Are equivalent mean

SAT scores indeed eqt 'valent when the tests were taken over a period

of four to six years during which aational mean SAT scores declined

annually? (Chronich f Higher Education, Sept. 5, 197; 18),

Second, were the subjects of the three groups from the same geographical

region and from comparable socio-economic backgrounds? Had they attended'
,

comparable elementary and secondary schools? Piaget renorts that the speed

of cognitive development can vary from one environment eoAnother, a fect

that is corroborated by other, researchers (Piaget, 1972).

P7-)

Apparently Kolodiy assumed that tG ages of 411e. subjects is not 'a sippifi-
.

cant variable_svbsequent to the sophomore year (15 or 16 years). This may

be questioned since Piaget has come to realize that the results he found

with academically able adolescents from the better schools in Geneva who,

at 15 and 16 years were :demonstrating formal reasoning, cannot be general-
.

izea to other adolescent populations. He corfcludes that when it comes to

formal thought, there may be a retardation, in its formation to beftkrt 15

and 20 years when frequency and quality of intellectual stimulation

received from adults, j.s inadequate (Piaget', 1972; pp. 6-9).

An important omission of the journalicie is a description of the bais
0

for seleces e schools that the subject.were attending and the method

of selecting tie subjects ,from the universe of students in the classes .

from which the subjects were selected. Inferential statistics awe based

on the assumptiekt of random s ection of sutedts from a tiopulation to

which the findings are to be generalized. For the findings 'of the present

study tq be generalized 'validly to "the.majority of high schoo1 and college

students" (Kolodiy, 1975: p. 22), random selection of the subjects from

this population would be essential.
p

. The two tasks used as "Tlie Test Instrument" have been used by Piaget and

others,(Inhelder, 1958) to a) assess(ability to use combinatorial logic, .f

. and h) measure ability to identify the variables in an experiment: to

aspects of formal reasoning. While no minimum number of tasks has appar-

ently been established for a valid and reliablePiagetian test instrunent,

two tasks would appear to be a minimal number from which to infer three

S.
'8'
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ldvels of cognitive development.. Chiapetta's (1996) recent review'of

Piagetian studies relevan,to science instruction at the secondary and

college level reveals that three or more tasks are commonly used.

Although a general description of, the tasks is presented in the article,

the reader is not informed as to who condu&ted the interviews, how this

person (these persons?) was trained; or details of the interview 4-,44r

nique. Was a pilot study conducted o perfect the interview pique,

to learn of the types of responses to exoect, and to test the data-

recording techniques?, Were audio'- or video -tapes used to record the infer-

views for subsequent analysis? In what order were. the three groups of sub-

jects tested and over what period of time? What criteria were used to

classify the subjects Las upper concrete, lower, formal, or upper formal?

While these questions may appear trivial, their answers would be essential

to investigators desiring' to replicate the present study.

The nonparametric chi-square test is appropriate for determining whether or

not a difference existed among the groups and the correlation analysis if

the variables studied provides valid information so long as no causeTand-

effectxelationship is inferred.

Kolodiy's conclusions are qualified, in the text of the article by the phrase

"within.the limits ofthis study." Yet, he tends to generalize beyond the

study. The sub - heading of the article generalizes to a 716Ktch between

the cognitive level of college students and the content and teaching of

college courses." This may be misleading to'the less than critical reader

for the present study ,did not focus on the content and teaching of college

courses. Ills conclusion that "the pajority of high school and college

studerlts are below the formal level inecognitive functioning" generalizes

to a population beyond that represented by the subjects of the present study.

The 'conclusion that "teachers should by aware of their students' level of

functioning -and plan educational experiences accordingly" is certainly con-

sistent with accepted principles of educational psychology. ,yet if, as

Flavell (1977) argues, hypothetico-deductAve reasoning and scientific reason-7

. ing are synonymonc, should not advanced courses for science majors require

formal reasoning abilities?



Iu_summary>Aolodiy's study avoids a' maior criticism of many studies in

education, the lack.of a, theoretical basis. His fi.ndings are generally

consistent with and contribute tothose of a rather large number of con-

temporary studies based on.Piaget's theory Of cognitive develOpment at

the formal-operational level (Chiapetta 1976). Unfortunately, aSdes-

cribed by the journal article 'that serves as the baSis for this analysis,

the present study makes no new methodological contribution to Piagetian

research. Nor. does it provide a good model for other investigators ,because

of the many omissions that have been cited which make replication problem-

atic. Generalizing beyond the population represented by the subjects of

the study is unfortunate that these generalizations are often ..i.exembered

and cited by the less-than-critical reader.

4

The difficulty in establishing equivalency of groups of subjects points to

a deed for longitudinal studies to determine what changes, if any, occur

in mental level from high school through college.
ti
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Lawson, Anton E. and John W. Renner. "Relationships of Science Subject
Matter and Developmental Levels of Learners." Journal of Research
in Science Teaching, 12(4):347-358, 19'5.

Des6riptors--Developmental Tasls; Educational Research;
*Intellectual Development; *Le ruing Theories; Science Education;
Secondary Edilcation;-*Secondary School Science; *Scientific Con-
cepts.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.F. by John T.
Wilson, University of Iowa.

Purpose

The primary purpose was to assess the understanding of concrete and formal

operational concepts by concrete and formal operational students in,second-

ary school science classes. It was generally expected that a relationship

would be found between students' scores on selected Piagetian tasks and

writte tests measuring concrete and formal operational science concepts.

That is: the concrete operational students would be able to understand

only concrete concepts while formal operational students would be able to

understand both concrete and formal operational concept.

Rationale

The study relied on conceptual differences between concrete oPeAltional con-

cepts and formal operational concepts. In the study, concrete operational
-

concepts were defined as "concepts whose meanings can be developed from

firsthand experience with objects or events", while formal operational con-

cepts was defined as "concepts whose meaning is derived through piGPtion

within a postulatorv-deductive system." Hence, the study assumes t .t a

concrete concept may arise from direct sensory and tactile experience while

formal operational concepts arise in a formally or logical deductive manner

throligh imagination or through their logical relationships of ideas within

a system.

As is co oh Istudiq,s of this type, emphasis was placed upon understand -

ing formal )erational concepts, rather than upon knowing them. Understand-

ing in this study was limited to students being able*to answer comprehension



0

and application type questions-based on Bloom's Taxonomy. Undoubted1 the

study is'drawn from other earlier studies in the general area of Piagetian

research, however, the authors did not provide any clues as to which. studies

in this' vast area of research were of particular importance; The basic,
0

reason bar the study was to question the validity of contemporary high

school-science curricula that present formal operational,type concep't s to

a population that is primarily concrete Opera4onal

Research Design and Procedure

The design might he best described as an ex post-facto type design resem-

bling more an after-the-fact assessment without an/ real treatment control.

Measures were constructed and administered external to all classroom instruc-
,

tion. Thfs included content tests as well 4s, Piagetian task's. The four

Piagetiah tasks included: conservation of weight, conservation of volume,

sepa'ration of variables, and equilibrium in the .balance. In scoring the

Piagetian tasks numerical scores were awarded on a 1 t9, 5 scale with pre-

-operational being 1 point, transition to concrete 2 point6, concrete 3 ,

points, transition to formal 4 points and formal 5 points, Subject matter

measures consisted of 15 concrete multiple choice questions and 15 formal

multiple choice questions. Each set evaluated major-concepts taught during

the school year4 Teachers did review the questions to check the representa-

tiveness of the subject matter included; this was identified as "content

validity." A Spearman-Brown split correlation was used.to estimate reli-

ability of the subject matter tests. The Ss in this study were selected

from one high school of over 2004 students and represent a generally above

average, suburban population.

) ,

A number of statistical manipulations were used to assess, the relationship

between performance on Piagetian tasks and performance on tests. Included

was a semipartial regression to assess which Piagetian task best predicted

the Ss' scores on the concrete and formal operatfonal portions of the

written examinations. Although Ss were scored on a 1-5 basis on the

Piagetian tasks': they were somehow assigned to one of seven levels of

operational levels. It.is not clear how, this assignment was related to

performance on the Piagetian tasks. Generally, data were summarized in

\



terms of percentages ot correctly answered concrete questions and percent-

ages of:correCely answered formal concept questions. In addition, a step-

wise multOlke regression 'table was included summarizing the data for the

best prettctoi..

Findingt''

Of the biologysample,about two-thirds of the Ss were categorized'as con- ,

crete operationa.l or posh,- concrete ope ational. In the chemistry sample,_
most of the Ss were'in transition between concrete operational and formal

operational with almoSt all the sample cai gorized as post-concrete formal

operational and transition to formal. In the physics class, SS were

generally between concrete operational and formal operational. However,

the physics sample exhibited a'flat distribution with Ss jcated in seven

categories.

4

Concerning the relationships between 'Iticlents and their performanceson the

content `area questions, most students in the lower levAs of intellectual

development foundAthe tests particularly difficultwhile students in the

higher levels found the tests easier as exhibited by the percentages of

correctly answered questions. This pattern held true'fOr concrete concept

questions as well as formal concept questions. It was not at all surpris-

ing that all students found the formal concept questions more difficult than

the concrete concept questions. Multiple correlation coefficients, which

were'not reported, were significant at the .05 and .01 levels. _(One must

assume) that the authors mean significantly t than zero. It is

entirely possible that these may be significan ly greater than zero but not

account for much variance.) These unreported m ltiple correlation coeffi-

.
\cients were summarized to suggest that Piagetia tasks are significantly

. correlated with understanding as operational as reined by the investiga-

torstors and that there appeared .to be more positive correlation between the

'";-,--taSks and their understanding of formal concepts and concrete concepts.

The semipartial regression analysis disclosed that the conservation of

volume task and the separation of variables task were the best predictors.

13
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Int.rpretations

Generally the data were anterpreted the authors to support the premise

that concrete operational Ssweie unable to develop understanding of formal

concepts. Also, concrete operationdl Ss were able to demonstrate under-'

standing of concrete concepts, ForMai operational subjects were considered
r ,

to be able to develop,ufiderstanding of both concrete and formal.conc.epts,

Additional interpretation of findings suggested that the apparent retarded'.

development in the biology clasS may be traced to'inappropriate subject

matter and teaching procedures. In general, the authors suggest that:.a sub-

stantial portion of secondaryAchool subject matter may not be suitable in

terms of intellectual level of the learner, especially in,..the case .of

biology studepts'who were un,able to develop appropriate understanding of

formal abstract concepts. It would appear that a'science course dealing

with abstraction and basic 'unifying themes is inappropriate.

; '

-ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

A

Little new information was provided by the study. It is not surprising that

the students had difficulpy answering difficult questions. Higher level

questions,(Bloom's Taxonomy) are more difficult for students to answer

because they requireNmore.information for the student to think about in

order to answer. Itb.wd`g not surprising that students ova concrete level

. find simpler questions easier to answer.

Many specific problems eicist in'the study: The statistical analysi), the
.

Aefinition of concrete- operational concepts, the method of assessing under-
.

standing, 'the lack of-protocols for Piagetian tasks, and so forth. Atten-
,

A
tion should be given to research which attempts toA.ink classroom achievement

and instructional techniques to intell4tual development. However, in

constructing studies of this nature, comparisons should be made that will

help teachers and curriculum'developers modify the materials that they are

using of producing. Certainly it is unreasonable to ask the curridulum

developer to leave Out all that "theoretical stuff of science." In many

cases, the theoretical-stuff is the backbone of science. Science must be

0
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viewed as more than a collection of hands-on experiences: it muAt include

the development of abilities to construct explanations. The concern of this

type of research should not be to find out what concepts students are not

understanding bdt rather to find out how students can be helped to learn
4-

those concepts.

Specifically, the following are some directions for research of issues in

this study:

1, View carefully the methods of instruction in relationship to the

learner's ability and level of development, In this'study, no

attention was given to thestyle and instruction.

2. Provide careful descriptions as to how data are managed and how

Ss-are assigned to groups, The researcher is obligated to explain

hisstatistical, scoring, and other data management and collection

activities,

3. ,Select prediction measures (tasks and other assessments) which.

fairly represent the operations or abilities necessary in learn-

ing the content. Then, remember that they'relate to the learning,

not always to the testing. What is known in this study is that

some learners on concrete levels had a great desal of difficulty

completing formal level test questions, Was the content also-

presented in a formal level? Were the learners unable to ]earn

the concepts or only complete the test?

4, Treatment design and methodology need not be a problem. Much has

been written in the area'cif Aptitudt-Treatment InteractionsJATI),.

Many of the problems not solved in this study have been addressed ,

in ATI literature.

5. Interpretation and recommendations must be reasonable in view of a/

study's limitation and realities of the classrooms, content areas,

and teacher's skills,
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Purpose'

/ //

The staled,purpd-se of the study was to determine the relationships between

,scholastic gra.des in s ence of junior and senior high students and the

ability of students to perform formal operational tasks. There e six

hypotheses tests

e

Rationale

1. 4

According to Piagetian theory, intellectual development evolves through

'four 'stages:, (1) the Sensorimotor Stage (0-2 years), (2) the Preopdra-

tio0a-f.Stage (277 years), (3) the Concrete Onerational Stage (7-11 Years),

and (4) the Formal Operational Stage (11-16 years)). It was assumed that

the stages are of invariant sequence and may vary in duration and chron-

olog4a1 age\ Empirical support air purporting a relationMt4 between°

cognitive devel ment and achievement (science or in other disciplines)

was not included. Elaboration of possible relationships between cogni-

tive, development and learning could provide Implications for the science

teacher and the teacher educator.

Research Design and Procedure

Four hundred nineteen science st'udeiits (214, grades 7 -9, and 205; grades

10-12) enrolled in eight geld County (Colorado) ReorganizeIl School Dis-

tricts were randomly selected to.participate in the study. Students

16
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successfully completing four or more of the five criterion tasks of the

Piagetian Task Instrument (PI) were classified as formal operational;
t

others were classified as nonformal operational.

t'our interviewers were trained to promote' proper administration and

evaluation of student performance on the PTI. Interviewer reliability

(percent o,f agreement among interviewers) was established durin4 a pilot

s4idy wi'th 16 ninth grade students. The percent ef,agreement was 81 or

high for student performance on. each Osk and,overall. Face validity

was ob., ained by using tasks modified from Inheldey and Piagelt(1971),

and Karp us and Peterson. (1970). The reader should note tt.lie Ihhelder

and Piaget (1971) reference wad cited but not included 'in the biblio-

graphy. The five tasks,.are listed, relevant equipment is ide ttfied

and the interviewers' and students' roles are discusseft below.
p

Task 1: Stickmen (Propositional Logic and Hypothetical Deductive Reason- ,

ing). The Svas given 'an VI by 11 card.;w4h two stickmen draWn:one on
--.

..
-

each side of the' card. The stickmen varied ,U-height, one being two-
.

\,thirq the .height of .the other. Tile S was asked to measure 4411,01 'record

the height of the two stickmen with a set of eight connected 'jumbo"

aper'clips. The "jumbo",paper clips were replaced with a smaller set

of 12 paper clips. The S was then asked to measure only thei,:shorter
a;

stickman and predict the height of the larger stickman.

Task 2: Pendulum (Combinational' Logic and Hypothetical Dtductive Reason-

ing). The S-was given asimple pendulum consi4ting. of -a
r-

string, which

could be shortened or lengthened, and a set of varying weights and asked

to determine which,variable(s) affect(s) the frequency of pendulum

oscillation. The problem was to isolatettring length from other varii-

Task 3: Balance -(Propositional Logic and Hypothetical Deductite Reason-
_

ing). The.S was preS'ented a balanced scale. One weight i4as removed while"

the interviewer maintained equilibrium by holding the foi7T'a.rMr; .The
.

was asked, "Using any of the weights in front of you, hcej could you get

the scale to balance?" After the S's responqe, another(question was

JO-
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"47

C./
as4ed, "Are there Other, ways to balance the scale besides the one yot;

chose ?" Ihe interviewer then removed the weight from -the scale and

placed another 'weight nearer 'the fulcrum while maintaining equilibrium

by holding the force arm. The S was asked how he might balance the
,

kale," and to justify his nses. 0

Task4: Chemicals (Combinational Logic and Hypothetical Deductive

Reasoning). The S was given four flasks containing perceptually iden-

tical liquids. Tice flasks (numbered '14) contained: dilute 'sulfuric

acid, water, hydrogen peroxide, and-thiosulfate. A 'fifth flaslwon-
A.1_

,taining iodine was presed and labeled The S was given two glasses;

-orje containing 1 + 3, the other containing 2. The contents were not

revealed to the S. Several drops of. were poured into each of the two

glasses. After observing the reactions, the S was asked,."How can yoti

reproduce the color'?". The,S was allqwed to attempt- to reprodu he

color. If successful, the S was asked to'identify the functions of tie

liquids.

N\

Task 5:.* Syllogisms (Propositional Logic and Hypothetical Deductive

Reasoning). Three syllogisms were presented to the Ss,,each consisting

of two premises and a conclusion. After'fhe S responded that the argu-

ment was valid or invalid, he was asked to justify his choice.

Scholastic grades were obtained for both formal and nonformal opera;:

tional Ss.Pat each of the six grade levels. Data tete analyZed using

statistical techniques, including Chi"-Square,Test of Independence and

Point Biserial Correlation. A controversy as to whether scholastic

grades are categorical or continuous -data prompted the-us of these

two techniques.

4

Findings

Both formal level junior and senior high Ss received significantly higher,

(p 5.0.01) grades than did nonformal Ss. In regard to tested hypotheses:

NJ



1. There was a significant relationship (p < 0.01) between scholastic

success of eighth grade, ninth grade, biolObi and chomislry students,

and their performance on the BX1.

2., There wag no significant relationship (p < 0.05) betweenscholastic

success of physics and seventh grade science studelits and their'

'performance on the-PTI.

Signfficant zOrrei.ations (p-< 0.01) were found.between the number of

tasks performed at the 'formal operational level and science ffades of

411

)uniqr hig i (r = 0.33).and senior high Ss (r = 0.46). A significant

relationship (p 0.05) resulted between thg scholastic science grades 6

of both junior and enior h. Ss and their performance on each of the

tasks.

.11144.4..

Interpretations

a.

Students defined as formal opera Tonal received higher scholastic grades

than did students defined as nonfo al. Sayre and Ball state "...the

findings seem to indicate a gradual rowth of scienc4tudents- to -complete

a.

4

formal operational tasks." They maint in that this study reaffirms

Piaget's.conceptions of the development .1 growth of the intellect.

It was recommended that: (1) preservice t

..^.

achers should develop greater

understanding of Piagetian the and (2) econdary science instruction

should be structured 'around the ognitive de,plopmental levels of the

students involved.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS
O

Pilot Study

The authors contend that interviewer reliability for the PTI was esta-

blished during a pilot study. The pilot sample was limited to 16 ninth



6
grade students enrolled in the University.oN:orthern Colorado Laboratory

School. The reader does not know: (1) the similarity of the ninth grade

students to the main study sample (grades 7,12); or (2). if the pevcent of

agreement among interviewers would be.equally acceptable if grade levels

(7-12) had been represented.

OK"

The Popuellon and Samples

Two random samples of science students were selected, one at the junior

high level (N = 214), the other at the senior high level (N = 205).

Simple random sampling can only guarantee representat4venels in terms of

equality of probability, for selection. This procedure dOes not guaran-

tee inclusion of Ss from any particular subgroup of the population (e g.,

grade levels). A stratified random sampling technique would be needed

to attain grade level representation. S veral unanswered questions

remain: (1) How was the sample size determined? (2) How man teachers

and schools were represented byhe selected Ss? (3) Were cult ral

differences that may affect cognitive development adequately coptrolled?

A more elaborate pilot study would have provided implications for ques-

tions 1 and 3. Other comments related to sampling are mentioned in the

next section.

Variables
4

The authors did not specify whether quarter, semester, or year science
cc

grades were employed. Nor did they provide an interview timetable.

It is likely that internal validity was threatened by maturation.

Level of Cognitive Development. The method used to classify subjects

may be open to question for several reasons:

1. Lunzer (1965) found .that Ss who perform a, task at one level of

thinking may well perform the next task at a mote or less

sophisticated level, even if the two tasks are logically

similar.,

20



2. Beard (1962)s found that for 8 to 16 year olds, the level bf

logical thinking varied extensively between schools. As

with the study being,revieJed, the ability to control varia-

bles was included,
e-.

3. Linn and Levine (1916) found that adolescents' -(ages 11-16)

success rates on solving logical prebleMs depended on the

familiarity of the variables,

4. No rationale was presented for using successful completion

of four or five tasks as a cut-off point;

Perhaps developing a more specific scoring procedure and comparing,

student responses bn logically similar tasks would have. strengthened

the authors' classification method.

Science Grades. This abstractor finds it difficult to think of a measure

less reliable than scholastic grades, especially when collapsed within

and over grade levels: A list of possible extraneous factis would be

lengthy. Concerning grades, Schwebel (1972) noted that they are probably

based on the ability to memorize, partidUlarly if a nonformal student is

confronted with formal snbject matter.

Findings

k

The statis,cal techniques seem apiAppriate. Many of the findings were

presented by school types,; perhaps an hypothesis should have been tated

for each (i.e., junior and senior high).
a

Finding c (page 171) regarding junior high science Ss is not supported

byethe data. A significant (p <0.05) rerationship was reported between

'the scholastic science grades pf junior high students and their perfor-

mance on each of the tasks. Table IV (page 170) indicates no significant

relationship between scholastic grades of junior high students and their

performance .on either Task 4 or 5. Data,inTable V (page 170) are less

supportive.

S
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With junior bigh students, finding a (page 170) indicates a correlatiOn.

of .33 betweciiT number of tasks performed aethe formal level and grades.

Table IV (page'170) indicates that r = .38.

No significant relationshil) (p < -0.5) Was ob ained betwe n grades Hof
,

physics and seventh grade science Ss and performance on tie PTI. In.--- 1 _

explanation, it was noted that 91.4 percent of venth gra e Ss were

classified as non'ormal and 80.7 percent of the ics Ss were consid-

ered formal operational. The.strength of this explanation is 1?4,uby

the following:',(1) Table VI (page 172) indices that 90 percent of

eighth and 86.5 percent of ninth grade 9s were Classified as nonformal;

and (2) 89.3 percen (abstractor's calCulation).of all junior high Ss
i

,

were nonformal. Per
L
apsa closer look at physics and seventh Ssgrade

is warranted{

Summary

This research attempts to bridge the gap between theory and practice. It

is likely that the study has stimulated the interest of teachers in the
,o

possible relationships of individual differences lid achievement.

0
'
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-s

. .

Puppose

The investigation wasdesigned to study the following questions:
a.

.,.;'"
.

(1) Can the ability to control variables be taught to high scho
i

biology studacits who do not demonstrate
?formal reasoning on a written

test of logical'operations? .

%,..

<..

.

(2) Are 'studeryts who are classified as early formal operational

thinkers on. the wr,itleu_test of lOgical operations able to benefit more
.

fromthe erainirig than students, who are.cLassified as early or late con-

crete operutionalihinks?
4

(3) vtlf the ability t6 centrol'variables can be learned, is it .

gene/ lizable to problems, utilizing novel, materials?

p

.

Rationale

4

:

The investigation!was.condUcted using the Piagetian model of. intellectual

development as its theoretical framework. 'The investigation represented
. .

an attempt tq test P4ag.et's position with regard to the acquisition of

forhal reasoning ability: .It was related.to earlier investigations by4

Case (1974), Bredderman (19:72), Bass and 1,iontague.(1972) and Case and Fry

(1973), The Piagetiat tasks and\coring procedures used in the investi-
..

gatiOn were presented in detail in an earlief study by Lawson, Noraland

an Devito (1974).

The ItI4jor assumptions underlyirig the investigation were the acceptance

'of the position that the ability to control variables requires formal
(

0
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reasoning ability and the acceptance of the Longeot pencil and paper

test of logical operations as a valid and reliable means for classifying

students into selected Piagetian levels' of intellectual development.

Research Design and Procedure

The researchers reported that a posttest-ogly design was used in the

study. Sixty-five'high school biology students whose ages ranged from

14 years, 7 months' to 17 years, 10 months were randomly assigned to an

experimental or a control group. The 33 students in the experimental

group received training in the ability to control variables while the

32 students in the control group received no training.

Students in the experimental group were further subdivided into two groups

prior to the training sessions. Students in each of the experimental sub-'

groups worked in pairs and participated in four, 50-minu te training
2

sessions which followed the SCIS exploration-invention-discovery sequence

and mode, of instruction. Two prokens involving the control of variables

were used during the training sessions. The problems included the deter-

mination of the period of a pendulum and an investigation of variables

related to the number of rotations of a rotoplane. During the first

session, students participated in an exp,Oration,esson using the pendulum.

The concepts of variables and period of-a pendulum were introduced in the

second session. The concept of a controlled experiment using the pendulum

. was introduced in the third session. The fourth session was a discovery
44k

lesson. It provided the opportunity to apply the concepts of variables

and controlled variables' using a rotoplane.

The posttest consisted of interviewing each student in the control and

experimental groups on three Pagetian tasks; i.e., exclusion of irrele-

vant variables, separation of variables and equilibrium in the balance.

4'

Students in both the experimental and control groups were given the

Longeot pencil and paper test of logical operations prior to the training

sessions. The test reportedly allowed the classification of the students

into concrete,. transitional, and formal operational stages of development.



A t-test was used in analyzing differences between experimental and

group mean posttest scores on the three Piagetian tasks.

Findings

The findings reported by the investigators were as follows:

1. Student responses in both experimental and control groups were

classified on the Longeot test of logical operations as being 14 percent

early concrete operational (IiA), 41 percent fully concrete operational

(IIB), 35 percent, early formal operational (IIIA), and 8 percent fully

formal operational (IIIB);

2; The mean scores of the experimental group (15.2) and control group

(14.9) on the Longeot test did not differ significantly at the 0.05 level;

3. The mean score of the experimental group (3.12) on the exclusion

task was significantly larger at the 0.01 level than the mean score of the

control group (2.53);

4. There was no significant difference between the mean scores of the

experimental group (2.57) and control group (2.56) on the separation of

variables task;

5. The mean score of the experimental group (2.57) did not differ

significantly from the mean score of the control group (2.69) on the equil-\

ibrium in the balance task; and

6. Students in the experimental group who were classified IIA, IIB or

IIIA on, the Longeot test showed an overall average gain of 1.5, 0.69 and

0.33 substages, respectively, when classified on the Piagetian tasks

following training.

Interpretations

The investigators concluded that training can increase student performance

on a task designed to measure the ability to control variables when the

task involves materials similar to those used in the training. The fact

25



that the control group performed as well as the experimental group on

the tasks measuring transfer of training suggested that the improved

perforMance on the trained tasks was the result of rote learning rather

than an increase in intellectual' development.

Another stated conclusion was that students who were'class-ifiedaS'eaffy----

formal operational on the Longeot test did not benefit more from the

training than students who were classified as concrete operational.

Upon analyzing why the training was not more successful, the investigators

decided that the factor most likely missing from the training sessions was

the self-regulation or equilibration factor. They proposed a hypothetical

model of how self-regulation might operate in the training sessions and

predicted that students would perform at an increased level if they parti-

cipated in more experiences similar to those in the training sessions over

a longer period of time and iethey were encouraged,to think through the

problems at their own individual rates.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

OVOW the past 15 years, numerous reseaN'chers have examined whether or not

training can result in the acceleration.of students through the Piagetian

levels of intellectual development: An analysis of these investigations

have revealed that students can be taught to verbalize or perform specific

tasks requiring higher developmental levels, especially when the verbali-

zations or tasks were similar to those introduced in the training sessions,

but the ability to perform at higher levels was not generally retained or

transferable to novel situations. A portion of the results of this invest-

igation by Lawson, Blake and_Nordland-support the conclusions drawn from

earlier investigations. It does, however, provide the added dimension of

further supporting the.notion that improved performance could be attri-

. buted to rote learning rather than an increase in intellectual development.

Collectively, those investigations uphold the Piagetian prediction regard-

ing acceleration of development of students from one intellectual stage to

another.

26



A second finding reported by Lawson, Blake and Nordland did not uphold

what the investigators stated as a Piagetian prediction. The prediction

being that training would only be effective for students'classified as

transitional, defined in the study as late concrete operational and

early formal operational. StudenCS classified as early concrete and

fully concrete operational showed greater improvement as a result of the

.4
traininthan did students classified-as7 early-formal-operational. The

investigators were quite surprised by this finding and Suggested that it

may have.been the result of rote learning and Ceiling effect. An addi-

tionar rival hypothesis for explaining the finding and one not mentioned

by the investigators may have resided in the quality of the pre- and post-

test instruments and/or the interrelationship between what the instruments

were purported to have measured. Unfortunately, a detailed description of

the instruments, including discussions of their validity, reliability and

intercorrelations were not included in the research report. The only

bibliographical references made regarding the Longeot test were incorrectly

listed and therefore unavailable.

The research report would have been improved if it had included additional

information regarding the testing instruments. Some information on the

tests, was ,available, nevertheless, in a more recent report by Lawson and

Blake (19/6). They made comparisons among three tests,' including the

'three Piagetian tasks, a biology examination, and a 19-item lksion of

the Longeot test. Chi-square analysis yielded a significant relationship

at the 0.02 Zgertetween student classification on each Piagetian level

on the Longeot test and three Piagetian tasks. The results Of the chi-

square analysis presented by the investigators appeared impressive, but

Light (1973) has pointed out that chi-square Suffers from a lack of inter-

prefability. It is possible to obtain a highly significant chi-square

value even though the variables are only slightly associated. The chi-

square value showed that a pattern existed between the test results that

was significantly different from a random pattern, but it did not proype

a measure of the correlation between student placement on each Piagetian

level by the two instruments.

In fact, data from the contingency table revealed a skewed pattern with

students being'placed on the same Piagetian level on both instruments
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only 29 out of 60e,Mes or roughly 48 percent of* the time. Students

were classified at higher Piagetian levels on the Piagetian tasks than

on the Longeot test 23 out of 60 times or approximately 38 percent of

the time. .1This apparent skewed relationship suggegts a plausible explan-

ation for the concrete operation 1 students showing greater improvements

than students classified as transitional or early formal operational as

a result of the training sessions. St ents classified as fully concrete

operational on the Longeot test may have tually been transitional while

tHOse classified as being transitional on th Longeot test may have been

fully formal operational as measured by the Piagetian tasks. Such an
.

analysis reveals the necessity for an indepth exam ration of the testing

instruments. It further suggests, that the discussion by Light (1973)

on the analysis of qualitative data in the Second Handbook of Research

on Teaching be examined before accepting chi-square as a method for

analyzing data in contingency tables.

One question should be raised regarding the chi-square analysis between

student classification on the Longeot test and three Piagetian tasks

beyond it being a questionable method of analysis. A recalculation by
Ci"

the reviewer revealed a chi-square value somewhat less than the reported

value. The recalculated value was significant at the 0.11 leYel rather

than the 0.02 level.
4

In addition to the 'investigation by Lawson and Blake (1976), the Longeot

pencil and paper test of logical operations was described in a companion

research report 1)7 Lawson (1975) and a more recent report by Lawson and

Wollman (1976). The original test contained 78 items, but a 'shortened

form was, used in the previously ..tientified reports. Lawson (1975) admin-

istered a 15-item'version of the test, although he stated that he had

reduced the.test to 14 items. Lawson and Blake (1976) used'a 19-item,

version of the test, and Lawson and Wollman (19764hortened the test to

8items. The use of the inconsistent number of items in ese investiga-

tions and failure to identify which versiolwof the test was sed in the

present investigation provides a very confbsing situation. In addition,

it is difZicult to have confidence in a test when such procedure,

coupled with expressing the reliability in terms of internal consistency

and not re-establishing validity, are used. Modifying can and frequently

does have serious effects on test reliability and validity.
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c

An explanation of why the research design was referred to as a posttest

only design al'so Would have improved the research report., Experimental

and control group posttests were used for answering the first. question,

but the Longeot test apparently servedas a pretest and three Piagetian
,

m tasks were used as a posttest for answering the second question of which

level of students benefitted. most from the training. The Longeot test

was not called a pretest; however, it was, used, to classify students into

the same Piagetian levels as did the three Piagetian tasks;

The recognition and statcaMent by the investigators that the'appropriate-
c

ness And/or quality of the training sessions could have been the reason

for the lack of success or the posttests by the experimental,group was

commendable. The writers of other research reports would do well peo

\follow this example when it'is app;icable.

The prediction that the investigators generated from their hypothetical

model of how self-regulation might operate in the training sessions was

interesting and congruent with the Piagetian model of intellectual

development. Of course, it remains as a proposition requiring further

research. Additional areas of research include determining the test-'

retest reliability and establishing the validity of modified versions

of the Longeot test, comparing various methods of analysis of data in

contingency tables, determining whether or not understanding of the con-'

cept of controlling variables ii characteristic of high school biology,

students and examining different strategies for training students to
, 1/4

control variables.

1)..

.
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Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially foti.S.t. by t7il lam
R. Brown, Old Dominion University.

Purpose

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effectiveness of

a child-structured science progam in further developing selected intellect

tual factors that appear tobe sequentially developed among pre-operational

and concrete-operational children. A major component of the study 4as the

develqpment of tasks to measure the hypothesized intellectual factors.
0, 4

A
Rationale

0

The investigators proposed that instructional programs should be ,valuated

in order to determine the effectiveness-of the materials and procedures in

attaining tate goals. Research findings suggest that Guilford's

structure-of-torllect model presents the Possibility -gf isolating specific

intellectual skills that can. be further developed by specific learning

experiences.', litle experiences should be geared to the tognitive'capaci
lk

and mode of functioning of children as described by Piaget.

Research Design and Procedure

0

The variate was student experiences in a child-structured science program.

Child-structured was, operationally defined as haying thp follotaing charac-'

teristics: (a) Mantgalative materials_were available to every student

during each lesson in quantities such that sharing was no4 required; (b)

Sets of materialg allowed for a variety of activities which,* were deter-

mined by the students; (c) The teacher avoided evacuation and directive-

behaviors and attempts to interact with individuals.
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Intellectual factors hypothesized to be strongly associated with selected

sets of science materials were: cognition, convent prpduCtion, and

evaluation of figural classes: Cognition and evaluation of figural rela-

tions; cognition and convergent production of tigUral implications; And

evaluation of figural systems.
.

The criterion variable was performance on tasks designed 4)r the study
,

that measured the eight hypoth'esized'intellectual factors. Factors in

the test battery had a high probability of being developed as suggested

by the nature of the "activities. There had to be as many task variables

in the test battery as were needed to identify and qualify the factors

in the factor matrix. The tasks and the respective factors are discussed.

in detail in the report.

Two tasks were used only to indicate whether a child was at the pre-
:

operational stage in the development 13..f class concept. AA. third task

used to determine whether a child'whs,at the pre-operational or

concrete-operational stage'of class concept develo ent.

For size, area, and volume relationships, three tasks were Aesigned,to

designate a child as being in the re-operational stage. A fourth task

assessed whether a child had passed into the concrete-operational stage.

Another task involved the evaluation of serial systems and'could not be
r-

used for stage categorization. The final task was used to indicate

whether the child was in the concrete-operational stage of the develop-

ment of the concepts of area and volume, respectively, or in the stage

preceding it.

A reliability estimate of 0.927 was obtained for the cognitive test 1.
.:

-...s....1
r

instrument by the use of alternate components.

A delta index was developed for use in validation. If'the rate of

development of the intellectual factors varies, scores ofchildren'

within a partiCular age group on it_QMS homogeneously measuring the same
,

factor would be expected to cluster on'a development continuum. There
a

would be as manyilusters as factors being measured.
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Task analysis was conducted to identify the tasks that contributed

notably to the significant differences among the total test means of
40

the subjects in each of the four treatment -ape level comhinaticins 5y

analyzing for effects that could be attributed to treatment, age, or

treatment-age interaction.

The treatment group was 23 fi& grade students. _ Two control groups

consisted'of 23 kindergarten students and 27 first graders. Intact

classrooms were used. Age and socioecpnbmic status were used to screen

4 students to be included in the project. The design model was treatment-

posttest for the one class and posttest only for the control groups.

Xf 0

0

Toward the end of the school year students were interviewed on the tasks

and responses were tape-recorded and scored.

Where the means on a given task of at least two of the four age-treatment

groups were below 0.90, a two-way ANOVA was performed. t-Tests were used

to compare means of all possible pairs of treatment-age groups to deter-
,

mine sources of significant differences. One-way ANOVA was used to

investigate ge effect for those tasks where means of three of the four

treatment -a groups were above 0.90.

Findings

All the children were observed to be in either the pre-operational or the

concrete-operational stage. There was a significant difference (.01)

between the treatment and the combined control groups, but age and

treatment-age interaction wis not significant. Results favored the

treatment group in terms of the development of the concept of class, and

size, area, and volume relationship as well as the intellectual factors

related tONihese concepts.
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Int6tp,retations

a

The results support'the conclusion that an activity-centered program,

where the' experiences were designed to match the cognitive structures

of children in certain stages of development, promotes `the development

of intellectual factors which enable children to move to the concrete-

operational stage.

Results of-the item analysis may be interpreted to imply that the acti-

vities on classification and size relationships promote-the development

of the intellectual factors: convergent produCtion of figural classes

and evaluation of figural systems, respeCtively. Cognition of figural

classes and evaluation of figural relations may be developed by the time

children are about seven years of age without specific experiences such

as those provided in a child-structured program.

Intellectual factors from the Guilford model can be predicted, identi-

fied, and assessed by using interview tasks and techniques derived from

the work of Piaget.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This study dealt with the application of 16;;Ing and cognitive develop-

ment theories to Classroom instruction. This has been indicated as a top

priority for research by NARST members (Butts, 1977, p. 163). The inte-

gration of the Guilford and Piaget models is an excellent "start" at

application of learning theories to science program planning.

The investigators developed and validated a series of tasks linked to

specified intellectual factors. The description of the tasks in the

report would allow for replication of the study: The replicability

Potential of the study is an asset not found in many educational`studies.

4 Prior to' lication or extension of the study, t#o points need to be

cl'a'rified in le research design. First the length of time of the



treatment should be specified. The investigators developed an excellent

operational definition for a child-structured science prograri, but the

reader is not informed as to the duration of the treatment. Treatment

length and related variables such as spdcific teaching strategies used

could be variables that affect performance on tasks.

0,-
A second design restriction is the lack of random assignment of subjects

to treatment and control situations. Randomization could certainly

strengthen confidence in the results.

It would be helpful if the "delta index" referred to for use in valida-t

tion were explained in as1mmary fashion. footnote specified that this

information may be obtained from, the investigators. The conclusions

reached are dependent, in part, on a valid assessment instrument.

Unfortunately, many "advocates" of Piagetian principles are enamored with

age guidelines. The investigators in this study were careful in this

respect and established two levels with° 6:11 as the dividing line.

Reference to stages rath4 than ages lends credibility to the findings.*

A fundamental question of this study is what actually was evaluated?
e.

The investigators refer to "evaluation of a child-structured scienceA
curriculum." Their working definition of "curriculum" actually describes

instructional variables. If curriculum is "a plan, a structured series

of intended student outcomes oc a set of planned expetiences indicating

that which has been identified as worthwhile for students to learn or

'experience," then curriculum evaluation is accomplished through the con-

sistent and logical use of statements in decision making (T1hi), 1977, pp.

3-6). The assessment of student le'arnings is a procedure for evaluating

instruction. Tnstruction refers to the behavior of teachers and the

strategies seleCled to promote the' objectives of the curri m. It

appears to this reviewer that the intellectual factors as identified by

Guilford can be used in a curriculum plan. How "well" these factors are

d eloped depends on instruction such as defined in.the tasks developed

Jr
...

or this
46.

study.



The evidence gathered by'this investigdtion supports the utility of the
011,

intellectual models of Guilford and Pia4et in program evaluation
(

for

young children. Development of tasks for older learndrs would certainly

be a useful contribution to the research pool.
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Purpose

The purpose of this study was to analyze the hierarchical scheme of seven

operative structures defined by Jean Piaget as well, as determine if the

sequence of two substages of concrete thought and two substages of formal

thought constitute a hierarchy of related components. Three hypotheses

were tested:
.

1. Is there a hierirchicalructure among the concrete operational

stages III A and B and the formal operational stages IV A and B?

2. Is there a hierarchical structure among the Logical operations

of classification, seriation, logical multiplication, compensa-

tion, proportions, probability, and correlations?

3. Is there a factor describing stage III A operative structures_and

another factor describing stage III B, TV A, and IV B operative

structures?

Rationale

I.

The operative structures defined by Piaget are important because investi-

gatiohs have shown that they determine the form and function of'concept

acquisition. As an individual acquires more compfperative structures,

he is capable of acquir4g more complex concepts.

O

a
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Piaget's theory of development states that the development of more complex

operative structures depends upon prior development of simpler operative

structures. If the HypothafTEed hierarchy of operative structures of

classification, seriation, logical multiplication, compensation, propor-

tionSt and correlations is confirmed then it means that the K-12 science

curricula should consider this sequence in designing instructional sequences ,

for science concepts. Conversely, if the sequence is not confirmed then

science instruction need not consider the interlocking dependence of these

structures.

Research Design and Procedure

Instrument the Raven Test of Logical Operations contains 68 pencil-paper,

items testing for use of the seven operative structures investigated. The

test is divided into three parts each requiring about 45 minutes for admin-

istration.

Subjects were 896 male and female students ranging. in age from 8.8 years

to 19.4 years. Subjects were selected from third, fourth, fifth, sixth,

seventh, and ninth grades and college freshman classes drawn from. four

metropolitan areas: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Buffalp, New York; Sala-

mance, New York; and Atlanta, Georgia.

Guttman 's radex -theory as modified- by Schoeman was used as a quantitative

technique to test the first two hypotheses. The third hypothesis was

tested by use of Alpha Factor Analysis.

Findings.

HypoOeSis one was accepted in that the predicted order of complexity

(stage III A, III B: IV A, IV B) was found. The rank order of the simplex

loading coefficients associated with the substage levels was thd same as

the predicted order.

Hypothesis two was rejected in that the rank order of the coefficients asso-

ciated with the seven logical operation likables was not the same as the

predicted order.
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Hypothesis three was accepted in that the expected loading pattern of

the'seven logical operations variables was observed. Classification,

seriation, and compenSation showed moderate loaidings.on factor II while

logical multiplications, compensations, proportions, probability, and

correlation showed moderate loadings on factor 1.

Interpretations.

The resultg of the 'tudy show that two concrete substages and the two

formal substages of cognitive development are hierarchically related but

that some overlap exists. Presumably some operations develop in a parallel

fashion. The seven logical. operations do not by themselves form a linear

hierarChY. This result suggests that several logical operations within a.

group may be used to construct science concepts,by individuals at a spec
,

ific stage. The operative structures may be viewed as a means for

extending the use of any given science concept within a given level of

development thus enhancing the concept's generality and retention.

4r,

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This investigation was based primarily Open the rather-tenuous hypothesis

t at the seven operat ve structures of classification, seriation, logical

multiplication compensation, proportion, probability, and porrelation

form a sequential hierarchy in the order listed. Raven and Guerin admit-

that Piaget himself does not suggest this hierarchy, nevertheless they

claim that it'is implied by Piagetian studies.

Certainly some sequentiality must exist (e.g., classification and seriatidn

must come before correlation) but I .find no justification,for drawing such

an implication from the studies cited by the pregent authors. A more

modest but much more believable interpretation of those studies is simply

. that t4e logical operations of the concrete stage must precede those of

the formal stage. This in no way implies that any two operations af_a

single stage, such as proportiohs and probability, are sequentially accitiired

within a given stage.

394 .-,
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Raven and Guerin proceed from this tenuous hypothesis to state that if

the hypothesis is confirmed, then the K-l2 science curriculum should con-
.

sider the sequence in teaching concepts. Further shey state that if the

order is not confirmed, then science ,,instruction need not consider the-

interlocking dependence of these, structures. For example, no attention

need be paid to compensations and seriations when teaching concepts using

propoftions. I find this statement Unwarranted and unjustified. To imply

that the usefulness of Piaget's theory of the development of operative

structures rests upon the confirmatical of the present hypothesis of

sequentiality ispresumptuous.

Nevertheless, the idea of a sequence of hierarchically related operative

structures within stages is an interesting one. Unfortunately it is nj

one so easily tested. The use of the factor analytic techniques employed -

by Raven and Guerin, although useful, cannot really tell us if say,

classification precedes or follows seriation or if proportions precede

or follow probability. This is because the analyses are dependent in part

upon the difficulty level of the items. The most difficult items generally

turn out to be the ones at the top of the hierarchy. But this need not

imply that they develop last. This is simply because not all items involv-'

ing one operative structure are of equal difficulty. For instance,'a number

of items involving proportions and probability can be selected with a wide

range of overlapping difficulty. If one selects only the easy proportions

items and only the difficult probability items, then the statistical analy-

sis will show probability at the top of the hierarchy. If, on the other

hand, only 'easy probability items and difficult proportions items are

° selected then the order will be reversed. So which comes first? The

analysis cannot tell us. For this reason hypotheses such as this are

extremely difficult, if not impossible, to test adequately.

Raven and Guerin claim to have found support for their first hypothesis

concerning the hierarchical structure,of the concrete III A and III B and

the formal IV A and IV B substages. What they in fact found support for

was the following sequence: classification and seriation (which they placed

in substage III A), logical+ multiplicStion and compensation (which they

placed In substage III B), proportions and probability (placed in substage;

*IV A), and correlations (placed in substage IV B). They have simply grouped

test scores from.differient parts of the test. Empirical support for the'

40 1,f



validity of the sequentiality of this grouping of items is found but at

this point a question-4s raised as to the value of such empirical support.

Let me clarify with an example. Take correlations, for instance. If.one

analyzes what is needed to solve a correlation task, it becomes imme-

diately obvious that the data under question must be classified, then the

number of instances of class members be, compared, then joint probabilities

or ratios of occurrences and nonoccurrences of class members must be com-

puted. Without these initial steps the correlation task cannot be solved.

Obviously then someone would not solve a correlation task if he were unable

to solve the logically less complex task of classification and so on.

This simply stands to reason, The empirical result that the correlation

tasks are more difficult and are solved only by those who can also solve

classification tasks is not the least bit surprising. Other similar argu-

ments could be made for the other operative structures investigated.

The `results of the test of hypothesis three that showed the operative

structures do contain two general factors support eatIlier factor analytic

studies which indicate two general modes of thought: concrete and formal.

Raven atd Guerin's distinction between the concretes factor as one inmblv-

ing the arrangement of events and objects by property,and the formal

factor as one concerning the coordination of changing variables appears

insightful and potentially helpful. However, the means for using these

two operative structure domains for the improvement of teaching science

concepts suggested-by the authors is not at all made clear.

41
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Expanded Abstract and Anmagsis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by'Joseph P.
Riley, II, University of Georgia.

Purpose

1. To determine relationships among students' scores on f ur Piaget-

ian styled tasks measuring formal reasoning ability and scores on

,measures of attitude, aptitude, achievement and knowledge of the

science processes.

2. Analysis of these interrelationships to determine if the Piagetia6L.

styled tasks do reflect a meaningful measure :of the extent of for-

mal, operational thinking abilities or if they Simply measure

physics or science content.

Rationale

Recent studies indicate that as many -es--50-/-5 pertent of secondary and

collegelievel studtts fail tee demonstrate formal reasoning ability as

measured by Piagetian- styled tasks. The authors raise a question about

414, the validity of these findings, suggesting the possibility that the tasks

may be dominated by physics eontent which is simply unfamiliar to students.

Research Design and Procedure

An ex post ftcto design using hypotheses testing Procedures was employed.

Four Piagetian-styled tasks were used td' measure the formal reasoning

abilities of 71 college freshmen and sophomore elementary education majors.

The tasks'ask and their reported reliability coefficient -are: The Conserva-

tion of Volume Using Clay (.24), The Conservation of Volume Using Metal



Cylinders (.48), The tepar on of Variables (.79) and The Exclusion of

Irrelevant Variables (.79).

Points were assigned to each task mid Subjects stratified into three

categories based
IF

on the sum of their total scores. These, procedures

identified 13 subjects as concrete operational, 47 as transitional; and

11 as formal operational.

The following achievement, aptitude; and attitude measures were obtained

from student records and used as concomitant variables.
a

A. Achievement measures

1. Science - Biology/Chemistry College Entrance Examination

2. Science - Sequential Test of Educatibnal Progress

3. Science - The 'Wisconsin Inventory of Science

4. Mathematics College Entrance Examination

5. English - College Entrance Examination

6. High School Graduating Class Rank

College Gradepoint Average

B. Aptitudd measures

8. Mathematics Scholastic'Aptitude Test

9. Verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test

C. Attitude measures

10. Attitudes toward Science and Science Teachingy-The Bratt'Attitude

Test

The data were analyzed in three ways:.

1. Intercorrelations were run on the task scores and the total task
.

score with all achievement, aptitude, and attitude measures.

Correlations which reached significance at the .05 level were

corrected for attentuation.
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2. One-way analysis of variance procedures were used to test for

significant differences among the means of the concrete, trans-
,

itional, and formal operational groups on eachof the dependent

variables.

3. Principal ampcinents Analysis was run to determine the number of

significant factors among the variables ,measured. Only loadings

greater than .30 were included.

Findings

(
The majority, e6 percent of the sample, demonstrated transitional responses.

With the exception of the conservation of Volume Using Clay task, results

obtained on the Piagetian=styled interviews were consistent with previous

studies. -On.the Clay task, 90 percent of the-students exhibited conserva-

tion teas ing compared to previously reported percentages of 58 by Elkind
ctigi,

(1962) and 1 by Towler and Wheatly(1971). Except for this same task, all

other task scores correlated positively with all of the other measures.

The correlations-among students' total task score'and all othd/r measures

were found positive and significant.

%

Correlations among the task scores and the science achievement tests as

well as the mathematics and English achievement tests were significant,

with the science measures somewhat higher. The correlations of task

scores with the verbal and math aptitude scores were moderate to'high.

Moderate correlations were found between the Piagetian scores and the

attitude test. Low to moderat rrelations were found between the task

scores and scores of the test of science processes.

Results of the one-way analysis of variance showed differences between the

means of the three groups, with the formal group scoring higher than the

transitional group and the transitional higher than t e concrete group.

However, only four of these differences were determi ed to be significant.

The F-ratioA on the Science (STEP) test (p<.001), the verbal aptitude

test (p<.01), the math apatite test (p<.05), and the attitude measure

(p<.05) were found to be significant.
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Factor anflysis identjfied four components, accounting for,63:3 percent

of the'total variance. The first component, accounting fet,33.1 percent

of the variance, was identified as an achievement dimension. The Conser-

vation of Volume Using Cylinders taskwas the only task which loaded on

this component. According to the authors, this suggests that obtaining

good grades is probably dependent upon something other than the logical

reasoning abilities measured by these tasks. The second component was

identified as a logical reasoning and attitude dimension (13.1 percent).

The Separation and Exclusion tasks loaded significantly on this component.

The authors suggest that it 's possible that as a person develops the

abilities to successfully respond to the Piagetian tasks his attitude

toward science and science teaching as measured by the attitude.instru-
,

ment also improves. A science and mathematics achievement dimension was

identified as the third component. The highest loadings were on the

science adhdrevement tests with .85 and .79. Math athiaement and apti-

tude ii3b.kled at .53 and .45 respectively_while En,lish achievement and

44verbal aptitude loaded at .37 and .45 respecti elY.

Interpretations

The authors conclude that Piagetian measures of formal operational

reasoning abilities are significantly related to achievement, aptitude,

attitude, and knowledge of the science protesses. They also conclude

that the . Piagetian tasks are generally, but not entirely, content free.

The authors interpret the implication of their,findings by suggesting

that those secondary school and college students limited to
ft

concrete

modes of thinking should first be confronted with ideas and materials

at their own level of capability and then/gradually be asked to deal

with ideas at a more abstract or formal level.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALItSIS

This ex post facto study *supports previous research findings indicating

little or no relationship between science'knowledge and formal.opera-

tional tasks. The results also contribute to existing research by



providing further evidence of the construct validity of selected Piagetian

styled, formal operational tasks. The strength of these fihdings have

been evaluated in terms of the study's procedural and external validity:

Procedural Validity

Through hypothesis testing, the authors- have avoided the unsystematic

search for relationships so common to most ex post facto research.

Instead, they have designed a controlled inquiry by predicting the signi-

ficant and non - significant relationships they wouldhave expected if their

hypothesis were tenable. Procedures such as reporting the reliability of

the Piagetian tasks, and limiting correction for attenuation to only those

correlations reaching the .05 signifi,cahce level, enhance.tTe studyfs pro-

cedural validity. The analysis is appropriate and well repord'but is

not as complete as it could be. Post htc analyses of the significant F

ratios found in the analysis of variance are omitted. The authors'

reported significant differences among the overall mean scores of the

concrete, transitional, and formal groups on four of the measures. , They

also report that, in all cases, theMeA scores of the concrett group were

lower than those of the transitional group and the mean scores of the

transitional group were lower than those of the formal group. The signi-

ficant F ratios indicate, that differences exist among these three sets of

mean score's.. They do not identify Aere.these differences occur. Multi-
.

ple comparison techniques should 110e-been employed to identify where the

significant differences could be found., The fact that the three sets of
0

mean scores fell in the order _they did, provides evidence_thatthe

differences are of the nature hypothes4ed. 'Lowey r, multiple comparison

procedures could have provided more information 'the'strength of this

evidence. For example, below are three possible results of multiple com-

parison analysis of these data:

A)

B)

C)

Formal Transitional
,t- X
,I;oncrete

Formal

Formal

T
X Transiti nal X .Concrete

X
ConcreteTransiti 1

(means not underlined by the same line aiffer significantly)

a
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In this,example, C provides the strongest evidence that'the results are

evidenceas called for in the hypotheses. Th ults of B provide ld

than C but more than A.

Despite the omission of multiple comparison procedures the results of the

three different analyses; correlation, one-way analysis of variance and

principal component analysis combine to provide strong arguments and

logical validity for the study' conclusions7

External Validity

/

The heterogeneity of tasks, testing procedures, scoring and sample popu-

lations in formal. Operational research has made generalizability of

findings extremely tenuous. Possible sources of threats to the external

validity of this study are: the selection and scoring of tasks, and the

sample population.

2.`

Tasks. The conservation of volume using metal cylinders task has been

criticized for not testing the concept of conservation of'displacement

volume from a iagetian standpoint (1977). Surprisingly, the results of

this study provide more support for the use of this particular task than

for one of the more traditional tasks of displacement using clay.

The authors'indicate they used testing procedures elaborated by Piaget

and Inhelder (1971) and rplus and Levatelli,(1969). These two groups

of researchers use different criteria for task responses. Piaget's test:-

ing procedures make use of an objective response as well as rigorous4.

questioning of the subjecOto determine his justification. The latter

group generally only require an objective response.or an objective,

response with a brief comment of justification. The differences between

these procedures can have a profound effect on conclusions (1975).

Sample. The authors state that they-have no reason to suspect that in

other samples of college or high school students similar positive corre-

lations wouPd not be found. However, lack of adequate information about

the subjects raises questions as to their representativeness. The
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description o l.'_./.14-d'sample is limited to the subjects' mean age and the

fact that they were freshman and sophomore elementary,education majors.

No inforthion is given about previous ex eriences of the subjects or

how they were selected. Is it safe to assn that this highly select

population of education majors had no previo s contact with Piagetian

theory~? Previous experience with the more c mmon Piagetian tasks could

explain their highly skewed response on the, conservation of volume using

clay task. Information reconstructed from the tables raises other ques

tions about the general representativeness of the-subjects. The sample

size is 71. However, the degrees of, freedom on the analysis of variance

table indicates 38 scores on the science achievement test. A 'note after

the description of the science test states six students elected the

biology achievement examination, the remaining elected the chemistry.

examination. How representative is a sample of 33 subjects of whom, when

given a choice between taking a biology or chemistry test, 32 elect the

chemistry test?

While some threats to extei-nal validity of formal operational studies can

be eliminated by detailed research reporting, others resulting from the

early state of the art in this area are unavoidable Until there is

more standardization in formal operational research, eneralizability of

results will be extremely limited.

Through ex post facto research methodology this study identifies the

existence of relationships between formal operational reasoning and

achievement, apti es and attitudes.' In addition to contributing to

the construct val dit of formal operational development, it identifies

relevant areas and'variables worthy of further study. The search for

relationships in formal operational studies, characteristic of the early
4

stages in anyresearch effort, should now give way to experimental inves

tigations. The structural components of formal operations, how they

develop and the variables which affect them are identified directions

for further experimental research.
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*Hasan, Omar E., and Victor Y. Billeh. "Relationsilip.Between'Teachers'
.Change in Attitudes Toward Science and Some Professional Variables."/

Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 12(3):247-253, 1975.

Descriptors--Attitudes; Educational Research; *Measurement;
*Science Education; *Secondary School Teachers; *Scientific
Attitudes; Summer Workshops; *Teacher Background

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by Frank

A. Smith, West Chester State College.

Purpose

This investigation was an aitempt to determine if a four-week summer train-

ing

.,

course in science teaching an-it-het on science teachers' attitudes

toward science and also whether certain teacher variables hadan effect on

these attitudes. The following null hypotheses were investigated:

Hypothesis 1: There is no change in teachers' attitudes toward

science as a result of a four-week summer training course in ,

science teaching.

Hypothesis 2: There is no significant association between change

in teachers' attitudes toward science, as a result of a four-week

summer training course in science teaching, and the variables:

*number of years of science teaching experience, number of years-

of colle e education, and number of weeks of relevant profes-

sional ins ;ice training.

Rationale

///

The development of favorable attitudes toward science is generally agreed

upon to be an important characteristic of a scientifically literate

person. The authors adopt the assumption that students' attitudeg

toward science are related to their teachers' attitudes. ,Therefore,

it is desirable to know what variables are related to favorable teacher

attitudes.



Research Design and Pyocedure

The sample used in the study consisted of 129 secondary science 'teachers

in Jordan who had been invited to attend a four=week training course in

science teaching. The training course consisted of lectures and demon-

strations in scientific concepts, teaching methods, and the nature of

science, laboratory investigations, reading, and related films. The

dependent variable, attitudes toward science, was measured by an attitude

scale written by' one of the authors. This instrument consisted of 32

items which were previously rated on a scale of 1-11 by 46 university

science professors. The split-half reliability of the instrument was

measured to be .62. The independent variabl s of the study were the train-
.

ing program, the number of years of science ching experience, the number

of years of college education, and the number of weeks of relevant profes-

sional inservice training. The research design was of the one-group

pretest-posttest type. Mean scores on the attitude scale were calculated.

The effect of the training program was determined by comparing pretest and

posttest scores by means of a.t-test. The effect of the various teacher

variables was determined by multiple regression techniques.

The investigators found that there was no significant difference between

pretest and posttest scores on the attitude scale as a result of the train-

ing program. The'analysis did show, however, that two variables: previous

professional inservice training and level of education were significantly

(p < .01) related to teachers' gain scores on the attitude scale.

a

Findings I

On the basis of these findings the investigators concluded that:

1. the four-week training p gram was ineffective in producing

a significant positive change in teachers' attitudes.

2. teaching experience was not significantly related to

teachers' changes in attitudes.

3. there was a positive relationship between previous inservice

training and the teachers' change in attitude.
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4. there was anegative relationship between level of educa

'tiOn and teithers' change in attitude.

Interpretations

In a ciscussion of,these conclusions the investigators suggested that the

positive relatioriship between professional inservice training and teachers'

change in attitudes coulebio explaine'd as follows:

a) the professional inservice training to which these teachers

had been exposed included lectures on the nature of science

and the viewing of scientific films. Teachers with more

exposure to such training might be expected to show more

positive attitudes toward science.

b) the sample was largely volunteer and perhaps teachers who

volunteer for such programs tend to be more susceptible'to

positive changes in attitude.

The negative relationship between level of education and teachers' change

in attitudes suggested to the investigators that those with higher levels

of education might have formed a stable structure of attitudes towards

science which would be hard to change, while those of lower leyels might

not be stabilized yet,

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The following comments and suggestions about the methodology and findiligs

ofthis investigation are made. It is regrettable that the research design

could not have included a control group and that the sample could not have '

, been randomly selected. Because of this lack, any generalization of the

findings of this research beyond the sample used in the study must be

approached with caution. Qne wishes that there was me-re information in

the report about the validity of the instrument used to measure attitudes.

Data on the results of the administration of the instrument to the group
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of university professors would be helpful. Also, the low reliability

of the instrument (.62) for the sample raises further doubts about

generaliiing the findings.

One of the variables is variously referred to as 'number of years of

college education," "level of education," and "university graduate"

versus "nonuniversity graduate." It is difficult for the reader to

determine what was actually measured forthis variable because of this

inconsistency. In Table V on page 252 there is an error in the-record

ing of the difference between the pretest score (16.94) and the posttest

score (16.59) for the university graduates. The difference is reported

as .1 whereas, if the pretest and posttest scores are correct, the differ

ence should be .35. This increases the value of t from .4 to 1.4. This

new value of t is still not significant and the findings and conclusions

remain the same.

An interesting question arises when one compares the finding that the

fourweek training course was ineffective in changing attitudes to the

finding that prior professional inservice training was positively' related

to a change in attitudes. Why is prior inservice training related to a

change in attitudes when this most recent inservice training is not?

Perhaps the changes are cumulative or related to another variable not

measured in this research, such as age. These questions might be an area

of further research. The finding that teaching experience was not related

to a change in attitudes is also interesting when compared to the positive

reiatationship found for inservice training: One might expect a relation

ship between these two variables since those with the greatest number of

years of teaching experience would seem most likely to also have the

larger amounts of inservice-training. The question that arises here is

how many in'the sample had prior inservice training.

Perhaps the most interesting finding is the significant negative relation
o

ship between the leyel of education and the teachers' changes in attitudes.

The investig ors point out that a similar result was obtailled by Hughes

Lfn a study involving elementary teacher trainees. They suggest that this

result can be interpreted by assuming that- universitj graduates have

stabilized their attitudes toward science in comparison to nonuniversity
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graduates who have not yet stabilized their attitudes. Those with the

least amount of education may have the most to gain. This finding can

have important implications for the selection of participants for similar

inservice training.

One can, of course, suggest alternate explanations of this finding.

Again, age of the subjects seems a possibility. Are the university

graduates older or yoUnger than the nonuniversity graduates?

In summary, some of the findings of this research should be investigated

further. Caution should be used in generalizing the results of this

e study because of some weaknesses in methodology.

5
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Willson, Victor L. and Antoine M. Garibaldi.. "The Association Between
Teacher Participation in NSF Institutes and Student Achievement."
Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 13(5):431-439, 1976.

Descriptors--*Achievement; Educational Research; Inservice.
Education; *Inservice Teacher Education; Science Education;
*Science Institutes; -*SecOndary School Science; *Teacher
Education; Teacher Improvement

Expanded'Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by Edward
J. Davis, University of Georgia.

Purpose

This study was directed at the question, "Is there any evidence thL pre-
.;

college student, cognitive'ach cement has been increased because of

teacher participation in NS sponsored institutes?" It should be noted

that this study was cond ted as a NSF-sponsored project.

Rationale

The authors make the following argument for a post hoc analysis:

9

An experimental comparison between students whose teachers had attended

institutes and students whose teachers had not would be optimal. The

experiment would require random assignment of"teachers to institutes

(or noatan0 random assignments of students to teachers. Since NSF has

not followed such a strategy,'post, hoc comparisons 'may be confounded by

certain demographic and personological differences between t hers who

ILhave attended and those who have not attended NSF institutes. 1

potential factors can never be discounted in a post hoc analysis, but

those theoretically most relevant should be dealt', with (p. 431).

A

Research Design and Procedure

A post hoc analysis was performed. The authors identified science (or

mathematics) achievement of teachers, and the level of classes to which

"-- a teacher is assigned to be the theoretical and relevant threats to
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examining the relationship between teacher institute attendance and

students' academic improvement.

An urban-rural sample of junior and senior high schools was selected for

science from Wyoming, South Dakota, and Mississippi and for mathematics

from Califortia and Indiana. Urban representation was small. Eighty

one percent of the science and-91 percent of the mathematics classes and -

teachers came from small towns and cities under 50,000 population.

Within each school the principal was asked to select randomly one Science

(or mathematics) teacher and then select randomly one class from this

teacher's load. This yielded a total of 346 science teachers and their

classes and 211 mathematics teachers and their" classes. Each teacher

was given an achievement test in the subject area (NTE exams in either

, Physics-Chemistry-Science or Mathematics). SCience students took a 40-

item test taken from the NAEP science test and the mathematicek9udents

were given 40 items from the NLSMA .item pool. Different 40-item forms

were developed for junior high and senior high classes. Not all students

took these achievement tests. Each teacher was given instructions to

assign randomly attitude, process, and achievement instruments.

From a background questionnaire teachers were classified as having NO,

LOW (1 or 2 institutes attended), or HIGU'levels of participation in

NSF institutes. This placed 36, 36, and 28 percent of the science

teachers and 43, 29,and 23 percent of thermathematics teachers in the

respective groups.

The procedures above provided the investigators with a means to control

teacher achievement and level of class' assignments which were identified

as obstacles to examining NSF institute participation and student achieve-
.

ment. Teacher achievement on the NTE exams was used as a covariate in /

analysis of.student achievempnt. The random selectiOn of teachers and

alasseS was used to produce a situation wherein approximately equal

high--; middle-, propthtions of high-, middle -, and low-ability classes .

'appeared in the NO -LOW -HIGH partition of the.teachers. The authors State:

The possible differential assignment of institute attenderS to
higher- ability classes was examined by testing the independence
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of NSLAInrticipation from the teachers' assessment of the ability
group of the class from which the achievement dtta were drawn

(high ability, average ability, low ability, and mixed ability

groupings). Also tested within the senior high school science
data was the independence of type of class (biology, chemistry,
and physics) from NSF participation. The chi-square 'statistic

was used for each test, . . . All chi-sqyare statistics were non-
significant.at p = .05, indicating indeAndence of the distribu-
tion of teacher assignments by ability grouping, or subject matter
in science, from NSF institute participation (p. 433).

Findings.

It was reported that:

The marginal means of student achievement for NSF participation
show a consistent trend in the direction of better student per-
formance with increased teacher NSF participation for allOur

analyses . These means are essentially unaffected by adjust-
ment for thecovariate, since none of the regressions are signi-'
ficant at p = .10.... The nonsignificance of the covariate
implies that teachers' science ability is notNelated,with their
students' achievement (p. 435).

Its

To follow up differences in mean scores, two planned= orthogonal contrasts

were performed on the senior high science scores and two more on senior

high mathematics scores. These contrasts used an F statistic. The

first considered the combined scores of students of WW and HIGH vs,

NO teacher-institute participation. The second contrast compared the

scares of L014 vs. HIGH participation. Three of these four contrasts had

significance at the .01 level. These are reported as suggesting that

teacher attendance at institutes is associated with higher student per-

formance than no attendance, and that students whOse teachers attended

the higher number of institutes (more than 2) did better than students

of teachers attending only 1 or 2 institutes.

Conclusions

em

The authors conclude that a real institute effect is present. They pre-
.

scribe that institute attendance be required of all secondary science and

mathematics teachers.

6
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This study investigates an important area. In terms of time and money,

a great deal is being and has been invested in in-service education.

Student achievement is seldom used as a criterion to evaluate in-service

programs. It is relevant to do so.

I am left with some questions, .however. When principals are contacted

is it likely that they will select a science or mathematics teacher (and

one of their classes) at random? Or will a principal tend to choose a

teacher and a class according to spme preconceived criteria in spite 9f

guarantees of non-identification of participants? That about the levels

of difficulty of the achievement tests? Were they constructed to reflect

the range of cognitive behaviors identified in the NSLMA study (Computation-

Comprehension-Application-Analgsis)? What about the attitude and process

measures? How were they constructed?' How did the students perform on

them?

Were these'my only concerns, I would feel good about this study. However,

I must take exception to the authors' conclusions and recommendations.

The trend is"for students having teachers who participated in NSF-sponsored

institutes to have a significantly higher mean score than students having

teachers who did not attend institutes. But how much higher'are these

means? About 1 or 2 points (items) on one 40-item test. With a large!

sample it is possible for such a small -mean difference to be significant.

Statistical significance is present but it is questionable whether this

difference is meaningful or possessing any practical significance. Wheii .

one considers the cost'of an institute, to both sponsors 4nd participants,

a recommendation that teachers be required to attend them, based primarily

on gains of 1 or 2 points on one 40-item instrument seems at best prema-

ture and at its worst feathering one's nest.
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-Nil RESPONSE TO TNE AN.ALYSIS OF

Mayer, Victor J., John Disinger and Arthur L. White. ThEJkatiation of an
Inservice Program for Earth Science Teachers," by H. A. Smith.
Investigations in Science Education, 2(4):12-14, 1976.

by

Victor J. Mayer and Arthur L. White

H. A. Smith, in 1-viewing the article itly Mayer, Disinger and White in

Volume 2, No. 4 (1976), makes several points that we feel are open to.

challenge. He suggests that the study is weak conceptually and the

results obtained could have been predicted a priori. The study was an

e/aluation of a combined summer and inservice program to update teachers'

knowledge and classroom skillg. It is therefore difficult to understand

what Smith means by conceptually weak. Perhaps he fails to distinguish .

between a research study which should have some underpinning of theory

and evaluation which seeks to deionstrate the relative effectiveness of

a program. The program evaluated had a consistent thread or focus. The

ingtruments'use,d were selected or developed because they reflected the

4
content and philosophy of the ESCP program arti/or the prevailing philo-

sophy underlying modern junior high science curricula. The instruments

selected therefore were consistent with the objectives of the program and

the design sfilif reflect thQ underlying philosophy of the program.

In stating that the reslps could have been predictea a priori he places

a great deal of confidence in the'allity of the program developer or he

misses the objective of an evaluation program. The example used in

support of his statement is that one would logically expect teachers to

. gain geological knowledge from a four-week expo ;ure to full-tine instruc-
.

, tam. If the prog.fm is a goo4 one and the teachers are motivated properly,

:this.should indeed by true. The purposp of-an evaluation is to see if in
. .

fact it hapitmed. In point f fact it did not happen with two teachers;

drie demonstrated a neg./Kaye gain and one a very slight positive gain in

kn4wledge-related to the-objectives of the ESCP.
.
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His comments that the analyses do not separate Curriculum and teacher

effects (we assume he means teacher training effects) are valid. This

could not be done because.the nooulation was too small to run the neces-

sary analysis and the resources available (as is often the case in

evaluation studies) were not sufficient to set up the neces ry, compar-

ison groups. This from our point of view is the maitr deficiency in the

study. Were this study to be done again, in the light of the increasing

maturity of the field of educational evaluation (this study was started

almost 10 years ago), a much gevfer effort would be made to identify a

larger number of teachers so that a comparison group (or groups) would

be available and to distinguish between those using ESP and traditional

approaches during the three-year term of the study. Concurrent with this,

an attempt would have to be made to obtain the necessary'funding.

We concur in the disappolIntment expressed by th in the results of the

assessment of student achievement during th first year of the study.

It reinforces the need for such evaluation studies and contradicts his

statement that results could have been predicted a priori. If we were ,

to attempt a priori predictions we would concli?de that with such better-'

prepared teachers the students would show significant gains in science

concepts (sressed by the ESCP) as well as in facts. This 'Was clearly

not the case, Following the second year, however, students'did show

significant gains in both understanding of concepts and of processes of

science. It may be that prolonged contact betWeen program staff and

teachers is necessary before the program has its effect upon curriculum.

It is disappointing that Smith apparently did not read far enough in the

article to come,across the report.pf these second year gains. It Is

these gains that the conclusions of the study ark based upon. Not the

first year gains, or lack thereof.

Smith contests the use of teachers as N rather than students. Since

teachers, their training and consequent influence on the classroom are

the focus of the study (teachers were enrolled in the inservice program,

not students) it is indeed the teacher, ,that is the appropriate N. If

'students had been used, as is common and inappropriately done in many

studies in science education, all student gains (even the first year

concept attainment) would ave been insignificant, merely because of the

much higheriN. In this. study, because of the nature of the program, the
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appropriateness of the teacher as N is obvious. Ile would submit, however,

that because of the uniqueness of'a class environment,' all studies that

involve learning in a desk situation should Else the class (and perhaps

even the teacher in some cases) as N. Even, students in different classes

of the same teacher are exposed to totally different learning environments.

Research and evaluation designs must begin to recognize these differences /

and account for them.

A.

In summary, we are disappointed that the analysis of the study seems so

superficial. He seems to view it from the arm chair resp a/ISrcher's 'point

of view rather than that of the practicing evaluator. This study is only

one of two published studies that we know of that has attempted a longi-

tudinal evaluation of a science inservice program and the only one extend-

ing beyond the termination of the cnrogram. The review seems to have

entirely missed this point. It is hoped that published studies, even if

imperfect like the one discussed here, will spur others to conduct similar
9

but improved studies and report on their results. Only when the results

of many such studies are available till we be able to document, the'effi-
I,

k

cacy of different approaches to inservice education. TO us that is the

importance of this study and we are distressed that it was Not identified

as such by the reviewer.

It.
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